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Link2consult LLC website launch
Link2consult is a workforce management software whose primary strength is “Talent Acquisition” -- the
ability to bring focus to the often time-intensive and inefficient process of qualifying and hiring skilled
workers.”
For Immediate Release: January 24, 2010 -Link2consult launches a new website http://www.link2consult.com. President and Chief Executive Officer
Peter McCree states, “As a technology solutions leader in the U.S., since our founding 2 years ago, we
have been serving world class clients who are also household names. I am honored to present the new
Link2consult site to our clients. We expect the new site to be more efficient and easy to use than ever.”
McCree has spent more than 20 years in the computer software and information technology industry.
Realizing the potential for contingent workforce management (CWM) software technologies with a fun,
engaging and up-beat feel, this site enables HR units within organizations to leverage the attracting, onboarding and managing of contingent workers from preferred staffing vendors, suppliers and direct hires.
Link2consult partners with TecK CheK and others in a secure website environment devoted to the latest
Talent Management, Recruitment Management and Vendor Management solutions and technologies.
Unlike many other Contingent Workforce Management websites, Link2consult.com contingent workforce
web-based software is developed in a manner that is easy to navigate and even easier to use. The new
website will give users the ability to engage the best talent for savings business and maintenance. “We
have also gone to great lengths to make certain all of our products are secure and comply with the highest computer engineering standards,” says McCree.
Mr. McCree goes on to state “We feel strongly that customer service as well as a premium product should
be what separates us from our competition.” Some of our customers do not know what Vendor Management system best benefits their business. Feel free to contact to us fore more information on designing
a contingent workforce management system package that will make your business more efficient and a
friendlier environment to work in.

About Link2consult
Link2consult (www.link2consult.com) E-commerce application that helps companies optimize the process of procuring skilled workers through preferred staffing vendors. As a fully secure, web-based solution Link2consult simplifies this critical link in the supply-chain and saves companies time and money
by enabling an efficient flow of information between hiring managers, recruiters, purchasing and human resource staff. Through its unique combination of customizable services, analysis tools, and highly
integrated processes, Link2consult empowers clients to maximize available resources and build better
relationships with vendors.
Link2consult’s primary strength lies in its ability to bring focus to the often time-intensive and inefficient
process of qualifying and hiring skilled workers. By partnering with leading vendors of value-added services, Link2consult allows clients to perform automatic background checks, credential and educational
verification, reference checking, and technical skills testing through a single easy-to-use interface. Since
these services are available and configurable for each job requisition, managers have complete control
and flexibility in specifying the most relevant criteria for a given job.

